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About This Game

As a member of Delta Force — The Army's Elite, top secret special forces unit — the word 'impossible' is not in your
vocabulary. In Delta Force, you will conduct missions swiftly and silently, in every possible terrain, under every imaginable

condition and through unconventional means.
Features

Immersive environment consists of real-world effects, such as bridges that creak, insects that buzz, flocks of birds that
form and re-form, and fish that bite.

Watch your enemy's every move, listen for their approach then strike with brutal precision over the most heartbreaking
pieces of terrain the world has ever seen.

Play in either 1st or 3rd person across miles and miles of vast outdoor environments. Engage the enemy over
unprecedented distances.

Play over 40 gut-wrenching missions across five continents ranging from airfield takedowns in Central Asia to clearing
out S. American cartels to stopping Nuclear terrorism in Northern Russia.
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Even though this game looks horrible by today's standards, this game is still very classic and deserves a playthrough. The real
problem is that the game crashes a lot if you use Windows 7 Pro x64 like I do and I had to manually change the configuration
file in the game directory in order to unlock the higher resolution(s).. When this game first came out it was brilliant for its time,
capturing the flag was excellent online, but the graphics are somewhat dated now, and the multiplayer servers that once teamed
with life are now dead, I would love some game developer to re - inject life into the game by bringing the graphics upto date,
and by improving the maps, and then beef up the multiplayer aspects, the game in my day was a hit, there is no reason why it
cannot become a hit once more.
Single player mode was also good. Go on do the right thing and give it some welly!. A great and interactive door opener for a
war game industry that had a lot to learn from this one.
Even today its still interactive and if they remaster it, I would defently buy it.. Oh how we played this Novalogic game back in
the late 90's. The Voxel graphics, the birds circling over the battlefield - were usually the first to die. The collegue of mine
shooting me in the back. The AI shooting through walls. Overall it was fun, the graphics are severely dated, the AI is ancient and
would only be good today for giving general directions in a GPS, but playing DF with friends in a LAN or intenet was always
fun. TBH, i just bought this and DF2 for sentimental reasons, and not because they are great shooters or anything. DFLW wasnt
as much fun though.. Back in 90s a FPS genre on PC was born, most of titles being fast-paced arcadeish shooters, with fast
movement and maze levels where you hunt for keys to the door to get to the exit, games of pure fun. Most of them were being
compared to Doom and Quake and after few years people started to grow tired of arcade fun and wanted something else in FPS
genre. Thus comes darker age of realistical shooters, with Novalogic releasing their first Delta Force in 1998, fitting into this
trend.

Technically, it's old game that was pretty much released as-is. Steam overlay will not work. The maximum resolution you will
get is 800x600. Full-screen didn't seem to work properly, at least there was the window-top being seen, covering part of HUD.
And then game sometimes randomly freezes at the later missions.
Also I am not sure if it's Steam version's fault or what, but here you can't place anything. The object just will not spawn. Thus it
makes Satchel Charges and Claymore Mines unusable. Oh well, they probably weren't useful and there is no target that can be
destroyed only with them. Stuff blows up from just shooting bullets at it just fine, so game-breaking bug averted.

As for multiplayer, it's most likely dead. I barely see any servers. Only ever saw 2 players playing. And when I tried to join the
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empty server, it just froze at the black screen. No idea how to fix it, but it's most likely not worth it anyway. Or at least I hope
that cooperative with friend will work. But not getting any team deathmatch of 8 or more players that people were praising back
then. So take it as a single-player game.

So, the plot of this game is about being Bravo team of Delta Force, who fights terrorists and handles objectives for sake of
killing more terrorists. And you will do it for 40 missions spread over 5 campaigns. Where your plan usually goes like this:
Bravo Team, who is you, who is one-man army, comes straight and snipes everything and miracliously survives, while Alpha
and Charlie team, 2 soldiers each, die quickly by trying to flank the enemy. Or actually don't die quickly and instead manages to
distract them, as they both are trying to hit each other through the wall. Or kill some.

Anyway, this game tries to be realistical outside areas shooter. Which means that now you have a huge huge fields of ground,
with barely any buildings in them, with you being able to walk up most of the hills. Because navigating mazes would be too hard
for kids.
And so you fight realistical enemies, that are just soldiers or snipers. With you and them dieing from a single shot. Thus it's
more about who shoots first. While you also have to look over the pixeled hills over the distance, trying to find a small chunk of
pixel so you could snipe it. Or mistaking enemy for a tree top. Anyway, you just move slowly, trying to find a pixel and then
snipe it. Because maneuvering from enemy attacks, learning each type of enemy in older-school FPS was too hard for kids.

And well, it's not exactly tactical either. You don't really have tactical grenades of any kind. Nor can you command your forces.
You just come in and snipe everybody. Even rare stealth missions are easier done in direct approach. You can select gear or use
default one for current missions. But selection is very little and the most effective one will be your default assault rifle with
grenade launcher. Though most of them are good, so it makes no difference. Just use whatever missions gives. Unless it gives
SMG with silencer in mission where you have to snipe. Like, always. And yea, no tactics, not much choice, good enough for
kids.

But hey, at least game has difficulty. Which makes it hardcore and tactical for some people, I guess. Since you die in a single
bullet. So you just move slowly and snipe more. And then die because somebody came over the hill you wasn't looking. Not
exactly exciting, knowing that there wasn't much I could do. Kinda have to be lucky too. But hey, at least now people for who it
was the first ever FPS get to whine how everything nowdays has no charm, dumbed down for casuals and such. Because those
people grew up. And so did games.
That and difficulty balance in uneven. Hardest ones were first missions of final campaign and that's because mission waypoints
lead you through path surrounded by all soldiers. So you have to misbehave commander ideas and do it yourself, sniping from
far away slowly. Which teaches us an important lesson about how real Delta Force survives. I guess.

Game however has two curious things: AI and voxel engine.

AI is awesome because it's so broken. Okay, not awesome, just dumb. Aside from teammates not being effective, you also may
meet a case where enemy or teammate gets stuck in a building, running straight into wall and refusing to maneuver. Even better
is when they try to shoot right through the hill. Some enemies are weird in this. Like, they can notice you, but by being way too
low compared to you, they will be shooting the ground. After a while of not seeing you, they forget you, thus not turning around
to where you are. So you can sneak behind them and see some still shooting ground for some reason. Should I say that in this
game of reaction the sound is important, so sometimes you will be stopping and try to figure out where enemies are trying to
shoot you from. Only to find out that they are inside buildings, shooting at the wall.

Voxel engine is truly awesome and great idea for such game! Average computer wasn't strong enough for huge spaces in 1998
and in this game you really don't want any kind of visible distance limit. Thus it uses voxels for terrain, somehow making it look
more real and allow computers to render over kilometer of it.
Graphics do hovewer have some ugly polygonal models. Rendered is a bit weird of them, they can get distored around camera
edges even worse than PS1 hardware does. And animation of knife is ridiculous. Just cut somebody by pulling knife to yourself.
At least having scope on the side of screen in a circle is pretty nice idea.

Nope, there is music only for menu. Sad.

But hey, what most people praised was multiplayer. And I never got to check it out and it's too late now. Maybe that's what it
was truly loved for, not single-player. But since it's dead, well, yea. Left with this silly single.
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To be honest, at times it's fun to play this casual pixel-hunting point-n-click sniping adventure, just to relax and kill stuff. But
really, this one aged badly, a bit too primitive and there are better options nowdays.

PS: Game has an intro that doesn't play. Just YouTube it out.. It's the best game of all DELTA FORCE series.. i bought this
game for nostalgia. unfortunately it can't be fullscreen (there is a window frame ALWAYS) plus it freezes after 30-40 minutes
of gameplay. like.. completely. had to reboot my pc 3 times because of that.
not stable.
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I recommend this only if it is ON SALE. Evokes nostalgia, but gets old fast. Just play Land Warrior.. One of the first First
Person Shooters I've ever played on PC and is just as fun as I remember!

This is simply amazing that it runs without issue on modern PCs but you will be limited to very low resolutions.

Controls feel solid and require little/no configuring.

Graphically this has aged kind of bad but not game breaking.

Gameplay is fun and still challenging on higher difficulties!

This is one of those titles for the nostaliga and fans, Get this at full price!. Such a classic game! I used to play the demo which
came with Comanche: Gold. I thought it was hard then and buggy. Though it's actually easier when I play it now! It was pretty
long back then, but now, I beat a mission in 5 mins! Though I prefer it when it was longer. Memories. Don't mind the graphics,
it's like 8 bits. Great game. 10/10! You have to buy it and the other games in the series, especially Black Hawk Down! So fun!.
I'm sure at the time of its release, Delta Force would have been a very realistic and impressive FPS, but it has aged terribly.
Normally I'm a sucker for 90's FPS games, but I just can't recomment Delta Force.. really poor quality, it is even worse than a
game developed 20 years ago. I would rather plan the first version mario. Deleted it just 5 seconds after I started it.. Classic
great game.. The Delta Force series was ahead of its time, sleek, user friendly and loads of fun. The best of em is
BlackHawkDown.. quot;King 6 to all elements, you are clear to move in on the objective".

This game holds a special place in my heart as it was one of the first fps games I ever played back when it came in a box with
Armoured Fist 3. I played it to the point that even now, I can regurgitate most of the dialogue from the first mission in a
heartbeat.

Graphics wise, it's not very impressive. This also has the added effect of making it harder to see enemies, especially from a
distance, which can be a good thing and a bad thing, as it would make you more alert to the movement of pixels on your screen,
but also means you'll get shot from somewhere you had thought previously empty. Constant Vigilance, ehe.
Gameplay is fun. You can run and gun if you want to, but it's much more effective to take a position and fire from it, although
the A.I will eventually home in on you. Unless you want to take the wimp route and alter your health in the options, you'll only
be able to take two hits from any standard weapon the enemies have, so that would factor in to your alertness as well.

Perhaps it's nostalgiac factor is more appealing to me than it's actual content, but I still find myself playing it the odd time and
enjoying it. Whether anyone else enjoys it, I don't know.

TL;DR: Old Graphics, Decent Gameplay, Smart A.I, Nostalgiac.
Good craic.. Walk.
Walk.
Walk.
Walk.
Walk.
Walk.
Walk.
Walk.
Shoot Enemies.
Walk.
Walk.
Walk.
Walk.
Walk.
Destroy the Objective.
Walk.
Walk.
Walk.
Walk.
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You Reached the Extraction Point. Congratulations.
Mission Completed.
Next Mission.
(Repeat)
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